
 

 

SUBMISSION PROCESS 

STEP ONE: If you do not understand any of this process after reasonable review, contact us at 
   info@youthtakethestage.com so we can help.  Our goal is to make sure you get to 
   perform when you’re ready, not impose challenges that make you reluctant to try. 

STEP TWO: Prepare a video of your Audience-Ready Performance Piece (A-RPP) that: 
   - is as true as possible to the performance you would expect the public to see; 
   - is as long as your performance piece is (up to 5 minutes) 
   - is not more than 5 minutes in length – if your piece is longer, select a 5 minute portion to 
     submit and note details in the areas provided in the submission form (see below); 
   - is recorded with any basic equipment as long as the resulting output adequately 
     demonstrates the quality of your performance abilities; 
   - is for a single performance piece to be considered – separately submit each additional A-RPP 
     you may want to be considered; and, 
   - has a file name that includes your full name or, if applicable, the group name provided on 
     your submission form (e.g., “DOE_JANE_YTTS.mov” or “WE_ARE_THIS_GROUP_YTTS.mov” 
     where “.mov” can be any valid video extension as long as it plays automatically from the site 
     on which you post). 

STEP THREE: Upload your A-RPP submission video to any available site from which you can provide a link 
   for YTTS staff to access and download your video.  YouTube or DropBox are known good 
   options for this purpose.  Create (if necessary) and copy the complete link to the video itself. 

STEP FOUR: Complete the appropriate on-line submission form (Individual OR Group Submission).  Please 
   make sure you carefully and accurately complete ALL of the information requested.  Take 
   care to include e-mail service information (the part after the “@” symbol) and area codes for 
   phone numbers. Also, this is where you will insert the complete link to the video from step 
   three.  

NOTES:  If you have problems uploading your videos to an acceptable, linkable location – contact us! 
   We want to assist you in finding a solution because we want you to succeed! 
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